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Chapter

Influence of Gamma Radiation on Gas-Filled Surge Arresters

Luka Rubinjoni, Katarina Karadžić and Boris Lončar

Abstract

Current knowledge on the impact of γ radiation on gas-filled surge arresters (GFSA) is presented. Miniaturization of electronic components has led to their increased vulnerability to overvoltage. The combination of ionizing radiation and voltage surges is present in both space exploration and military applications. Some of the commonly used overvoltage protection components (transient suppressor diodes and metal-oxide varistors) perform poorly under ionizing radiation. GFSA demonstrate improved performance under γ irradiation. Performance of GFSA was tested under neutron + γ radiation, considering the effects of induced radiation. The effects of γ radiation were tested on commercially available GFSA components and on the purpose-built GFSA model. The model was used to measure the prebreakdown current and breakdown voltage of different electrode materials (aluminum, steel, brass) under varying gas pressures, under DC and pulse currents. The improvement of the performance of GFSA due to external γ radiation, combined with other improvements in the design (hollow cathode), can enable the use of GFSA without internal radiation sources in environments where γ radiation is present.
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1. Introduction

The advances in complexity and continuous miniaturization of electronic components make them increasingly vulnerable to damage caused by overvoltage events. Modern integrated circuits may suffer temporary or permanent faults even from small overvoltage, due to the size of the internal components in the nanometer range [1, 2]. Overvoltage transients occur in both power and signal lines, due to natural events like lightning strike, normal operation of electric and electronic devices (commutation, powering the devices on or off), failure of equipment or network connections, electrostatic discharge, or the interaction of device/network conductors and electromagnetic fields. Proper design of circuitry protection is essential in preventing temporary or permanent malfunction caused by surge. The combined effects of fast electromagnetic pulse and ionizing radiation present a special challenge to the resilience of electronic components [3].

Depending on their principle of operation and response to voltage transients, overvoltage components can be linear and nonlinear. Linear overvoltage protection components are systems of coils and capacitors assembled into filters of different types. Nonlinear overvoltage protection components come into effect upon the
voltage reaching a certain threshold. Commonly used are transient suppression diodes (TSD), metal-oxide varistors (MOV), and gas-filled surge arresters (GFSA) [4]. The advantages of GFSA compared to the other overvoltage components protection are (1) the ability to conduct high currents (up to 5000 A), (2) low intrinsic capacity (~1 pF), and (3) low costs [5]. The disadvantages of GFSA are (1) practical irreversibility of characteristics after the electric arc effect, (2) delayed response, and (3) unsuitability with respect to environmental protection (if GFSA have a radioactive filling) [6–8].

2. Gas-filled surge arresters (GFSA)

The basic design of gas-filled surge arresters is a simple configuration of two or three electrodes encased in a glass or ceramic enclosure filled with insulating gas (Figure 1) [9]. The common insulation medium of choice is noble gases [10]. The form of the electrodes is such that it provides a pseudo-homogeneous macro component of the electric field [11]. The strength of the electric field impacts the ratio of free electron generation and loss in the insulating gas. If the field is strong enough, a self-sustained avalanche process will lead to the electrical breakdown of the gas and discharge of the overvoltage [12, 13]. The performance of GFSA is best described by its pulse shape characteristic. The narrower the pulse characteristic is, and the smaller the slope is, the better protective characteristics of GFSA are [6, 7].

Solutions to improve the performance of GFSA in response time include the use of hollow cathodes, thus avoiding radioactive materials or implementing internal radioactive sources [14, 15]. The differences in regulations and standards and the lack of clear strategy for their clear storage and disposal make radioactive sources a challenging solution in the context of radiation protection and potential environmental contamination. Still, there are some natural (cosmic radiation, solar flares, coronal mass ejection) and man-made phenomena (nuclear explosions, especially at high altitude) where the power grid, electrical machinery, and electronic components can experience voltage transients under ionizing radiation.

In order to describe the electrical breakdown of the insulating gas, avalanche coefficients are used to specify the elementary processes in GFSA’s gas. Avalanche coefficients that are most commonly used are $\alpha$, the number of electronic ionization collisions per cm of a distance in the direction of the electric field; $\eta$, the number of electrons per cm of a distance in the direction of the field attached to the electrically negative atoms or molecules; and $\gamma$, the number of electrons generated
from secondary processes per primary avalanches. The avalanche coefficients vary with pressure and electric field and are not constant for any particular gas or a gas mixture. This dependence has been experimentally determined for most insulating gases and is described as a range of values of the pd product, where p is the insulator gas pressure and d is the distance between the electrodes [1, 11, 16].

The electrical breakdown in gases can be dynamic or static, not depending on the precise mechanism of the electrical breakdown. In gases, static breakdown develops when the rate of voltage variation is significantly lower than the rate of elementary processes occurring during the electrical breakdown of the gas. The breakdown becomes dynamic in the moment these rates become comparable. Depending on the localization of the dominant secondary processes in the system, the static breakdown occurs through the Townsend mechanism or the streamer mechanism. Static breakdown voltage is a deterministic feature of the system, unlike dynamic breakdown that is a stochastic process occurring in a range of voltages [17].

Townsend mechanism is the main pathway of direct current (DC) breakdown, if the secondary processes on the electrodes (e.g., the ionic discharge, photoemission, metastable discharge, etc.) are more prevalent than the secondary processes in the gas (the ionization by positive ions, photo ionization, metastable ionization, etc.) [3]. The value of DC breakdown voltage by Townsend mechanism is described by the following equation:

$$\gamma \int_{0}^{d} e^{\alpha(x)dx} dx = 1$$

where $\alpha$ is the number of ionization collisions per cm along the electric field, $\eta$ is the number of electrons per cm along the field associated to electrically negative atoms or molecules, and $\gamma$ is the number of electrons generated from secondary processes per primary avalanche.

When the secondary processes in the gas are more prevalent than the secondary processes on the electrodes, DC breakdown will occur as streamers, and the breakdown voltage will be dictated by the streamer mechanism [18, 19]. The value of a DC voltage for streamer mechanism breakdown is described by the following equation:

$$\int_{0}^{d} [\alpha(x) - \eta(x)] dx \geq k$$

To describe, determine, and compare the pulse shape characteristics of GFSA, an analytical algorithm has been developed. This approach allows a fast and accurate determination of the GFSA characteristics, without including the irreversible processes resulting from the repeated measurements of the "pulse breakdown voltage" random variable, using different shapes of rapid voltage changes. A pulse shape characteristic (volt-second) represents the breakdown voltage of the GFSA electrode configuration as a function of the applied voltage pulse duration. A decrease in the duration of the pulse results in the increase of the breakdown voltage. Determining the exact pulse characteristic experimentally would require a large number of tests with differently shaped voltage pulses. The application of the area law allows the determination of the pulse shape characteristic based on a single set of measurements using a single pulse voltage shape. The basic assumption in the area law is that plasma-spreading rate in the inter-electrode gap increases linearly due to the rise of the electric field:

$$V(x, t) = k$$
where \( k \) is the parameter that depends on electrical discharge mechanism and electrode polarization and \( E \), is the electric field value corresponding to the DC breakdown voltage \( U_s \). The voltage pulse breakdown condition is given by \( u(t) > U_s \), given that the DC breakdown voltage \( U_s \) represents the lowest possible value of the breakdown voltage for a specific electrode configuration. Without taking the charge spreading in the inter-electrode gap into account, the following stands:

\[
E(x,t) = u(t) \cdot g(x)
\]  

where \( g(x) \) is a function that is to be determined from the specific electrode configuration.

If the complete breakdown occurs through the Townsend mechanism (i.e., \( k \) is assumed to be constant along the inter-electrode gap), then according to expressions (3) and (4)

\[
\frac{1}{k} \int_{t_1}^{t_1+ta} dx \left\{ \frac{dx}{g(x)} \right\} = \int_{t_1}^{t_1+ta} [u(t) - U_s] dt = P = \text{const}
\]  

where \( x = x_k \) indicates the zone where breakdown through Townsend mechanism changes into breakdown by a streamer, in the moment \( t = t_1 + t_a \). In order for a breakdown to occur, a constant surface has to be formed in the voltage-time plane between \( u(t) \) and \( U_s \). Thus, measuring the surface \( P \) and the DC breakdown voltage \( U_s \) is sufficient to determine the pulse shape and pulse breakdown voltage, given that these characteristics of the system do not depend on the applied voltage [7].

A semiempirical method to determine the pulse shape characteristic is performed in the following way: a sequence of DC breakdown voltages is measured (with at least 20 measurements), followed by a sequence of pulse breakdown voltage measurements, by applying the pulse voltage of a stable and defined shape (at least 50 measurements). The corresponding distribution function is obtained by statistical analysis of the measured values. Distribution function allows the determination of the quantities \( U_x \) and \( U_y \) desired boundaries (most frequently one takes \( x = 0.1\% \) and \( y = 99.9\% \)). When the mean value of DC breakdown voltage \( U_s \) is known, and the quantities are determined, following system of equations can be solved:

\[
\begin{align*}
u(t) &= U_s, t = t_1 \\
u(t) &= U_x, t = t_{xx} \\
u(t) &= U_y, t = t_{xy}
\end{align*}
\]  

Values \( t_1, t_{xx}, \) and \( t_{xy} \) allow the determination of surfaces \( P_x \) and \( P_y \) by applying the area law:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_x &= \int_{t_1}^{t_{xx}} [u(t) - U_x] dt = \text{const} \\
P_y &= \int_{t_1}^{t_{xy}} [u(t) - U_y] dt = \text{const}
\end{align*}
\]  

Upon the determination of surfaces \( P_x \) and \( P_y \), it is possible to calculate the xth and yth values of the “pulse breakdown voltage” random variable (by applying the area law) for any form of pulse voltage \( u(t) \). If the form of pulse voltage is taken as a parameter (in the time interval considered), it is possible to determine xth and yth pulse shape characteristics [7].
3. Radiation resistance of gas-filled surge arresters

The radiation resistance of gas-filled surge arresters (GFSA) is of great importance, especially if the devices are applied in operating regimes with constant, occasional, or potential exposure to ionizing radiation. Natural or artificial atmospheric electromagnetic pulses can cause varying levels of damage to electronic components. Thus, GFSA are very important overvoltage protection components for low-voltage applications in both the military industry and space exploration technologies. Testing of GFSA in comparison to other nonlinear surge arresters has indicated the feasibility of replacing commonly used semiconductor overvoltage components (transient suppressor diodes, metal-oxide varistor), whose protective characteristics significantly degrade when subjected to the radiation [4, 6].

4. Induced radiation effects on GFSA characteristics

In order to test the performance of GFSA under the influence of $n + \gamma$ radiation, the following variables were determined in a $n + \gamma$ field: (1) the random variable “pulse breakdown voltage,” (2) the random variable “DC breakdown voltage,” and (3) the volt-second characteristic. The $n + \gamma$ source was Californium isotope $^{252}$Cf. This source was selected due to its neutron spectrum resemblance of a nuclear blast’s neutron spectrum [20]. Since the nuclear cross section for capturing a neutron is large enough only for thermal and slow neutron capture and due to the structure of Californium source fission spectrum, a relatively small part of neutrons takes part in the neutron activation of GFSA materials. GFSA was subjected to two neutron fluencies: $5.41 \times 10^9$ and $16.24 \times 10^{11}$ n/cm$^2$. Along with the neutron component, emitted radiation also has a $\gamma$ component. The latter influences the electric characteristics of GFSA only for the duration of the exposure to the radiation field. Also, the inelastic interaction cross section of the neutron component is larger than the corresponding $\gamma$ component cross section [21]. This allows the observation of the effects of radiation resulting from the neutron fluency only. In the experiment, the type and pressure of gas varied in order to get a detailed insight into how the radiation influences the GFSA characteristics.

By measuring 1000 values, the influence on the “DC breakdown voltage” and “pulse breakdown voltage” random variables was tested. During the measurement series, discharge energy (current) was maintained constant. Results of the breakdown voltage obtained in the measurement series were divided into 10 groups of 50 successive values. Statistical tests were performed on each group of results by graphical visualization and chi-squared and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Within each group of measurements, the measured values of breakdown voltage were tested with respect to the type of theoretical distributions (normal, exponential, double exponential, and Weibull’s). U test was used to determine the groups of measurement series having the same random variable (with significance level $\alpha = 5\%$) [17, 22]. The area law was used to explore the effects on the pulse shape (volt-second) characteristic.

The experiments show that the standard deviation of the static breakdown voltage significantly decreased after the irradiation of the GFSA. The pulse voltage tests show that an irradiated GFSA reacts more readily and has somewhat narrower volt-second characteristic than unirradiated GFSA. Effectively, irradiation has improved GFSA’s protective traits. GFSA DC breakdown voltage versus neutron fluence is presented in Figure 2. The GFSA volt-second characteristics before and after exposure to the radioactive source, respectively, is presented in Figure 3A and B.
Elevated concentration of free electrons in the inter-electrode gap, resulting from the ionization of the insulating gas, has enabled a faster response of an irradiated GFSA. This ionization was induced by radiation of the GFSA material as a consequence of neutron activation.

GFSA activation analysis diagrams before and immediately after the exposure to the radioactive source, respectively, are presented in Figure 4A and B. The radioactive isotopes are identified and recorded close to the expected energy peaks. The activity of these isotopes consists of both $\gamma$ and $\beta$ component. This induced radioactivity ionizes the gas, leading to the reduction the stochastic dissipation of a pulse breakdown voltage random variable. The improvement to the pulse shape characteristic due to neutron radiation is short lasting, disappearing quickly as the half-lives of induced activities vary from several hours to mere minutes. A diagram of the activation
analysis of irradiated GFSA that is taken 6 hours after radiation clearly confirms this effect (Figure 4B). In that time frame, most of the active isotopes have degraded to trivial activities, and the GFSA characteristics have returned to unirradiated state.

5. Radiation resistance of commercial GFSA components

An external $\gamma$ ray source was used to test commercially available GFSA components to analyze the effect of $\gamma$ radiation. The examination was carried out on the following commercial components (1) SIEMENS (type A) gas surge arresters (nominal voltage 230 V), (2) CITEL BB (type B) bipolar ceramic gas surge arresters (DC spark overvoltage 230 V). The outer dimensions and shape of all components of the same type were the same. The effects of $\gamma$ radiation on following GFSA characteristics were examined:

1. Prebreakdown current as function of applied voltage
2. Resistance as function of applied voltage

The scheme of the test cycle for investigating the radioactive resistance of GFSA by a DC voltage is depicted in Figure 5.

Examination of GFSA radioactive resistance was carried out in a gamma radiation field of $^{60}$Co at the Institute of Nuclear Sciences “Vinča.” The average energy of the applied gamma quantum was 1.25 MeV. The dose rate in air was 87.5, 875, and 1750 cGy/h, respectively. The distance between the radioactive source and the examined overvoltage components was 272, 86, and 60 cm, respectively. All tests were performed at room temperature, 20°C.

Test specimens, consisting of 50 commercial components of a single manufacturer, having identical characteristics, have been used in the experiment. During the formation of experimental groups consisting of 50 components each, the nominal characteristics of the tested components have been measured. When the measured values for a particular component exhibited significant discrepancy with respect to the declared values, they were excluded from further testing in accordance to the Sovene’s criterion [2, 8].

The GFSA prebreakdown current as a function of applied voltage without radiation and with $\gamma$ radiation is shown in Figure 6A and B, respectively. The diagrams demonstrate:
1. Before the breakdown in the absence of radiation, the current conducted by GFSA is constant and in the order of 0.1 nA. Upon the breakdown, the current rises very sharply (breakdown voltage being 212 V for type A components and 223 V for type B components). When voltage reaches the breakdown level, an abrupt increase of the current takes place, and current values reach μA level. Radiation causes increased numbers of electron-ion pairs in the area between electrodes, leading to the increase of prebreakdown current (consisting of the free electrons and ions reaching electrodes per unit of time). In the moment of breakdown (when one of the free electrons generated in this way becomes initial), an avalanche process generates a breakdown current, the magnitude of which is independent of the prebreakdown current. Ohm's law cannot be applied in this region, given that the observed two-electrode system saturated: all electron-ion pairs generated reach the electrodes in the observed time frame.

2. The influence of γ radiation on GFSA performance is significant. The prebreakdown current is 10 times larger than the current without radiation. The increase of the radiation dose rate causes an increase in the prebreakdown current. Breakdown occurred at lower voltages (205 V) in a γ radiation field. During the transition between nonconducting and conducting regime, the current increase is not as sharp as compared to the breakdown without irradiation.

Single electrons in atomic orbitals have low effective photoionization cross sections due to the small wavelength of high energy γ photons that cause ionization through the Compton effect [21].

The GFSA resistance versus applied voltage is shown in Figure 7A and B, without radiation and in Co γ field, respectively. From the volt-ampere curve, the volt-ohm characteristic can be easily determined. Formula-defining relationship between resistance and voltage is obtained by linear regression, using least-square minimal error method. The following conclusions are made:

1. GFSA resistance shows linear increase with the applied voltage in the prebreakdown regime. Increase is more prominent for type A commercial components than type B. Abrupt decrease of the resistance is observed as voltage reaches breakdown level.

2. Resistance also exhibits linear increase with the applied voltage in a γ radiation field but has one order of magnitude lower values than in operation without radiation. A slight decrease of the resistance is observed at voltage values near breakdown voltage; at breakdown voltage the decrease is pronounced.

The main conclusions of the experiment are:

1. In a γ radiation field, breakdown occurred at lower voltages (205 V). The values of breakdown voltage for two types of commercial GFSA have been determined in the presence of γ radiation and without radiation.

2. Prior to breakdown, the current had constant values, of the order of 0.1 nA. When voltage reached breakdown level, an abrupt increase of current was observed, current values reaching μA level.
3. In the prebreakdown regime, GFSA resistance increased linearly with the applied voltage. When the voltage reached breakdown level, an abrupt decrease of the resistance was observed.

4. γ radiation shows significant influence on GFSA performance. In prebreakdown regime, the current had one order of larger magnitude values than without radiation.

5. In a γ radiation field, resistance also showed a linear increase with the applied voltage, but one order of magnitude was lower than values without radiation.

6. All observed effects of γ radiation on GFSA commercial components had reversible character. Shortly after exposure (in a matter of hours), GFSA characteristics were the same as before irradiation.

Figure 5. Scheme of the test cycle for investigating the radioactive resistance of GFSA by a DC voltage.

Figure 6. GFSA prebreakdown current without radiation (A) and under γ radiation (B) [9].
6. Testing the GFSA model in $\gamma$ radiation field

A model of GFSA was constructed to allow the variation of relevant characteristics (chamber gas pressure and electrode materials), in order to test GFSA performance in various operational regimes. The experiment was performed as follows: (1) GFSA model was formed by choosing the appropriate material for the electrodes, placing the electrodes inside a gas-vacuum chamber, and setting the optimal electrode distance (Figure 8A); (2) the formed model (the gas tube) was connected to the gas-vacuum system with suitable valves, with a vacuum pump on one side and a steel gas supply cylinder on the other, and a pressure gauge; (3) the model was vacuumed by obtaining a stable pressure using valves leading to the vacuum pump and needle valves for grading the pressure; (4) the specific dose rate was set by appropriate positioning of the gas chamber relative to the source; (5) the electric circuit including the GFSA was closed; (6) the electrodes were conditioned by being kept in discharge state for a while in order to attain stable working conditions and insure the repeatability of measured results; (7) the value of prebreakdown current was measured, as the applied voltage was gradually increasing in each of the experimental dose rates; and (8) resetting the experimental system at a different working point (electrode material, gas pressure, dose rate) and performing a new measurement procedure. The scheme of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 8B. Measuring equipment consisted of (1) gas-vacuum chamber, (2) pressure gauge Speedivac, (3) steel cylinder with pressurized Ar gas, (4) vacuum pump Edwards 5, (5) DC high voltage source, CANBERRA, (6) AVOmeter Iskra MI 7006, (7) digital multimeter LDM—852 A, (8) variable resistance MA 2110, and (9) coaxial cables and connectors.

Examination of the GFSA was carried out in a gamma radiation field of $^{60}$Co. The average energy of the applied gamma quanta was 1.25 MeV. The absorbed dose rate in air was, respectively, 96, 960, and 1920 cGy/h. The distance between the examined overvoltage components and the radioactive source was, respectively, 272, 86, and 60 cm. The distance between electrodes was 0.5 cm. All tests were carried out at pressures of 4666.27 Pa (35 Torr) and 2666.45 Pa (20 Torr), at room temperature of 20°C. The electrodes were made either of aluminum, steel, or brass.

Investigation of the dependence of the prebreakdown current on the applied voltage was performed under various experimental conditions: in the absence of radiation and in a gamma radiation field (for aluminum, steel, and brass electrodes), under two gas pressures. The results for DC current are presented in Figures 9–11, for aluminum, steel, and brass, respectively. In captions shown in these figures, current $I_1$ corresponds to the measurements without the radiation, current $I_2$ corresponds to the $\gamma$ radiation absorbed dose rate of 0.96 Gy/h, current $I_3$
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Gamma radiation has a strong influence on the prebreakdown current in GFSA, as can be deduced from the presented graphs. Prebreakdown current is constant and independent of the applied voltage up to the value of the breakdown voltage in the absence of radiation. When $^{60}\text{Co}$ source is present, a steady rise of the prebreakdown current is observed, increasing with the increase of applied voltage. For all three-electrode materials, the rise of the prebreakdown current is more pronounced as the $\gamma$ radiation dose increases, effective under both of the tested pressures. Breakdown voltage increased under higher gas pressure regime. The highest breakdown voltages were obtained using brass electrodes (up to 450 V), and the lowest were obtained using steel electrodes (from 320 to 350 V, depending on the radiation dose). Under lower pressure, for both steel and brass electrodes, higher radiation doses resulted in lower breakdown voltages, with the highest breakdown voltage measured when no radiation was applied. For aluminum, the highest breakdown voltage was obtained under highest radiation dose. The best performing GFSA for DC current was the brass electrode under 20 Torr pressure.

Pulse shape (volt-second) characteristic is shown in Figures 12–14, respectively, for aluminum, steel, and brass electrodes. Experimental data indicates the following: $\gamma$ radiation leads to a decrease in standard deviation and the narrowing of pulse shape characteristics of the arresters, which leads to an increase in the response speed. Because of that, we can conclude that $\gamma$ radiation improves the performance of GFSA. This phenomenon is most prominent in aluminum.
**Figure 9.**
Prebreakdown current versus applied voltage in $\gamma$ radiation field with aluminum electrodes under pressure of 20 Torr (A) and 35 Torr (B) [9].

**Figure 10.**
Prebreakdown current versus applied voltage in $\gamma$ radiation field with steel electrodes under pressure of 20 Torr (A) and 35 Torr (B) [9].
electrodes and least prominent in steel electrodes. Breakdown voltage deviation was least under the shortest pulses (1.2/50 μs) and highest under the longest ones (100/700 ms). All the observed changes lasted only during γ radiation and reversed as soon as the radiation exposure ceased. The best pulse shape characteristic was obtained for aluminum electrodes, which had its performance improved under γ radiation [9].
In this chapter, the influence of $\gamma$ radiation on gas-filled surge arrester operation is discussed. An experimental model has been developed that allows easy modification of elements of the system and tests under different operational regimes. The experimental setup has also been used to test commercial GFSA components. An analytical method to describe GFSA pulse shape characteristics using area law has been established. These theoretical and empirical tools were used to measure and analyze the performance of different GFSA components exposed to combine $n + \gamma$ and pure $\gamma$ radiation.

The experiments demonstrated that $\gamma$ radiation improves the performance of GFSA. This effect was observed both in commercial components and the experimental model. The prebreakdown current had increased when GFSA were exposed to $\gamma$ radiation. Beneficial effect of $\gamma$ radiation on pulse shape characteristics was determined: due to the reduction of standard deviation, response time of GFSA was improved. These effects were consistent under different insulating gas pressure regimes. Among the metals tested as electrode materials using the model, brass was the best performing one. The effects of $\gamma$ radiation were lasting only as long as the components were exposed. The performance of GFSA under $\gamma$ radiation makes them suitable for overvoltage protection of electronic circuitry constantly or occasionally exposed to that type of radiation.

**Figure 13.**
Pulse shape (volt-second) characteristic for steel electrodes in $\gamma$ radiation field [9].

**Figure 14.**
Pulse shape (volt-second) characteristic for brass electrodes in $\gamma$ radiation field [9].

**7. Conclusion**

In this chapter, the influence of $\gamma$ radiation on gas-filled surge arrester operation is discussed. An experimental model has been developed that allows easy modification of elements of the system and tests under different operational regimes. The experimental setup has also been used to test commercial GFSA components. An analytical method to describe GFSA pulse shape characteristics using area law has been established. These theoretical and empirical tools were used to measure and analyze the performance of different GFSA components exposed to combine $n + \gamma$ and pure $\gamma$ radiation.

The experiments demonstrated that $\gamma$ radiation improves the performance of GFSA. This effect was observed both in commercial components and the experimental model. The prebreakdown current had increased when GFSA were exposed to $\gamma$ radiation. Beneficial effect of $\gamma$ radiation on pulse shape characteristics was determined: due to the reduction of standard deviation, response time of GFSA was improved. These effects were consistent under different insulating gas pressure regimes. Among the metals tested as electrode materials using the model, brass was the best performing one. The effects of $\gamma$ radiation were lasting only as long as the components were exposed. The performance of GFSA under $\gamma$ radiation makes them suitable for overvoltage protection of electronic circuitry constantly or occasionally exposed to that type of radiation.
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